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  Country Stability and Relative Forceful Actions

Average number of reported events per month: 96
Indicator description: see appendix
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Risk Assessment:
• The Country Stability indicator remained at approximately the same level in July-September 2003 – at the

0.6 mark. In the preceding quarters the Country Stability trend-line was showing a more dynamic change
reflecting the volatile situation in Chechnya, e.g. stability in February 2002 and a period of instability in
June 2003. It is also noticeable that the level of Forceful Actions on the part of all actors became lower in
comparison with the previous quarter. This reflects a smaller number of forceful actions registered during
the last period in the Chechen Republic.

• This trend is explained by the influence of the elections in Chechnya that were held on 5 October 2003 and
the implementation of a corresponding policy by federal authorities and Akhmad Kadyrov’s administration.
The removal of the real alternative candidates from the race, the wide use of federal administrative and
media resources to promote one candidate, and the lack of security for proper elections monitoring
contributed to the formation of new destabilising and conflict-generating factors: (a) radicalisation of the
hard-line opposition; (b) aggravation of rivalries between influential Chechen clans; (c) declining levels of
trust in authorities and further alienation of the population; and (d) public dissatisfaction in the post-
elections period if the winner fails to ensure longer-term economic, humanitarian and physical security of
citizens, offsetting the temporary positive effect from the payment of compensations for lost property to
approximately 39,000 families (200,000 people),.

• It is however highly probable that Kadyrov succeeds in dividing the armed opposition and negotiating
either a settlement or alliance with some influential field commanders. This will allow him to assume
responsibility for further peace processes and to strengthen his position as an authoritarian leader with a
growing independence from the Kremlin. A considerable part of Chechnya’s population, seeing the
weakness of alternative candidates, may support Kadyrov, regarding him as the only available guarantor of
future stabilisation.

Enver Kisriev / FEWER Eurasia

http://www.swisspeace.org/
http://www.swisspeace.org/
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  Relative Government and Civil Forceful Actions

Average number of reported events per month: 94
Indicator description: see appendix
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Risk Assessment:
• Analysis of the Government Forceful Actions and Civil Forceful Actions trend-lines shows that the number of

government forceful actions has increased since June 2003 while civil forceful actions are declining. This is
explained by the fact that Kadyrov’s administration has taken the initiative and developed its regular and
paramilitary police forces that are able to effectively deal with armed separatists using not only their
military power, but also informal instruments and persuasion. Just before the elections, however, the
reverse tendency is gaining momentum.

• These developments are also connected with the increasing resources at the disposal of the Administration
of Chechnya. At the same time, in the present-day conditions prevailing in the republic it is sometimes
difficult to differentiate the use of violence by the sector categories – civil and state forceful actions.
Functions of the state are often taken up by non-state actors and civil society structures, while the actions of
state officials and armed units are on a number of occasions not controllable by the state.

• Potential for conflict in Chechen society remains very high. Akhmad Kadyrov’s clan, backed by an influential
group in the Kremlin, has emerged as the third party to the conflict with a steadily increasing level of
military power and political influence. This is based not only upon the authority delegated from Moscow
and the protection of the federal military contingent, but also his locally accepted informal mechanisms of
influence with military and financial components. A number of the conflicts and disputes in the background
of major “front-lines” are triggered by the total insecurity, lawlessness and pervasive stress affecting
combatants and civilians struggling to survive in hostile conditions still characteristic to almost 2/3 of the
republic’s territory.

• It is possible to single out additional conflict vectors that may contribute to the inception of a civil war in
the long term: (a) radicalised separatists vs. pro-Moscow administration and the federal military contingent;
(b) Kadyrov’s clan vs. other influential clans, which are denied access to power; (c) “blood vengeance”
score settling between Chechen groups, families and individuals: and (d) “ordinary citizens”, especially
those hardened by the loss of relatives, vs. the federal military contingent.

Enver Kisriev / FEWER Eurasia

http://www.swisspeace.org/
http://www.swisspeace.org/
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 Goldstein Average Domestic Conflict and Cooperation 

Average number of reported events per month: 94
Indicator description: see appendix
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Risk Assessment:
• The trend-line reflecting the number of constructive and co-operative actions began to climb starting from

a very low mark in July – hand in hand with the preparations for the elections. However, the conflicting
actions trend-line remained at a fairly high level throughout this period reflecting the unchanged intensity
of the guerrilla war in Chechnya.

• The highly volatile security environment in Chechnya does not allow to effectively realise socio-economic
reconstruction programmes and endangers the results that have been achieved so far in the context of
federal support programmes and international humanitarian assistance. The Chechen militia and other
armed units controlled by the President of Chechnya appear professionally unfit to perform law
enforcement duties and have a high propensity to use repressive methods in their work. This tendency,
combined with the massive recruitment of ex-militants from the separatist groups to Kadyrov’s forces
renders them an unreliable foundation for the establishment of the rule of law in Chechnya. At the same
time, the Chechen militia is well placed to carry out effective operations against radical separatists and
banditry, using personal connections in Chechen society and the shrinking support of the federal army.   

• Scenario 1 (Best-case) Considering the dynamic nature of Chechen society in its reaction to the positive
changes in the republic, Kadyrov (after being elected president) will try to mitigate contradictions between
the ongoing socio-economic reconstruction and the very low level of humanitarian security, utilising his
experience of interaction with the Kremlin and consolidating Chechen elites. This will narrow down the
social base for armed separatism and create a trend towards peace reconstruction.

• Scenario 2 (Worst-case) Insufficiently democratic elections and continued unrestrained use of force will
result in a serious aggravation of the situation in late spring 2004. In the long term, Kadyrov’s failure to
alleviate the deepening split in Chechen society will lead to a civil war, and consequently, the
destabilisation of the whole Northern Caucasus. This in turn poses a threat to the security of the Caspian
oil transportation routes. The current political process in and around Chechnya may lead to the creation of
a breeding ground for terrorism, e.g. the recruitment of suicide bombers amongst radical youths
throughout the region with a long–term effect of a “Palestinian” scenario.

Enver Kisriev / FEWER Eurasia

http://www.swisspeace.org/
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Variable Name Description / Definition

All Events
IDEA categories: a count of all coded  events  with WEIS cue categories ranging from 1 to 22 (all
WEIS cue categories) plus an additional 11 IDEA event cue categories (Event type: ‘other’).

All Actions
WEIS categories: a count of all coded events  with cue categories ranging from 1 to 22 (all WEIS cue
categories).

Direct Actions
Direct Actions are conflictive events that can be assigned to the following event types: threaten,
demonstrate, reduce relationships, expel, seize and force. These categories encompass direct actions
regardless of origin or target.

All Violent
Actions

The indicator Violent Actions is a subcategory of direct actions that includes highly conflictive events
especially threats with force specified, ultimatums with time limit specified, military mobilisation,
exercise, or display, and all reported uses of physical force by any actor.

Forceful Actions
The indicator Forceful Actions depicts all reported uses of physical force by any actor. This includes
non-injury destructive acts, non-military injury-destruction, and military engagement.

Relative Actions Proportion of All Actions to All Events.

Relative Direct
Actions

Proportion of Direct Actions compared to All Actions (WEIS-Categories).
Direct Actions are conflictive events that can be assigned to the following event types: threaten,
demonstrate, reduce relationships, expel, seize and force. These categories encompass direct actions
regardless of origin or target.

Relative Violent
Actions

Proportion of Violent Action events compared to all direct actions.
The indicator Violent Actions is a subcategory of Direct Actions that includes highly conflictive events
especially threats with force specified, ultimatums with time limit specified, military mobilisation,
exercise, or display, and all reported uses of physical force by any actor.

Relative
Forceful Actions

Proportion of Forceful Action events compared to All Direct Actions.
The indicator Forceful Actions depicts all reported uses of physical force by any actor. This includes
non-injury destructive acts, non-military injury-destruction, and military engagement.

Civil Sector

All Civil Events
A Count of all coded events belonging to the WEIS cue categories (1 to 22) plus an additional 11
IDEA event forms. This event count is limited to non-governmental, or civil sector actors.

All Civil Actions
A Count of all coded events belonging to the WEIS cue categories (1 to 22), that involve only non-
governmental, or civil sector actors.

Civil Direct
Actions

Civil Direct Actions are conflictive events that can be assigned to the following event types: threaten,
demonstrate, reduce relationships, expel, seize and force. These categories encompass direct action
limited to non-governmental, or civil sector actors.
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Variable Name Description / Definition

All Civil Violent
Actions

The Indicator Civil Violent Actions is a subcategory of Civil Direct Actions that includes highly
conflictive events especially threats with force specified, ultimatums with time limit specified, military
mobilisation, exercise, or display, and all reported uses of physical force. These categories encompass
violent action limited to non-governmental, or civil sector actors.

Civil Forceful
Actions

The Indicator Civil Forceful Actions depicts all reported uses of physical force by non-governmental,
or civil sector actors. This includes non-injury destructive acts, non-military injury-destruction, and
military engagement.

Relative Civil
Actions

Proportion of all civil actions to all civil events (with non-governmental, or civil sector actors).

Relative Civil
Direct Actions

Proportion of Civil Direct Actions compared to All Civil Actions.
Civil Direct Actions are conflictive events that can be assigned to the following event types: threaten,
demonstrate, reduce relationships, expel, seize and force. These categories encompass direct action
limited to non-governmental, or civil sector actors.

Relative Civil
Violent Actions

Proportion of Civil Violent Action events compared to All Civil Direct Actions.
The Indicator Civil Violent Actions is a subcategory of Civil Direct Actions that includes highly
conflictive events especially threats with force specified, ultimatums with time limit specified, military
mobilisation, exercise, or display, and all reported uses of physical force. These categories encompass
violent action limited to non-governmental, or civil sector actors.

Relative Civil
Forceful Actions

Proportion of Civil Forceful Action events compared to All Civil Direct Actions.
The Indicator Civil Forceful Actions depicts all reported uses of physical force by non-governmental,
or civil sector actors. This includes non-injury destructive acts, non-military injury-destruction, and
military engagement.

Government
Sector

All Government
Events

A Count of all coded events belonging to the WEIS cue categories (1 to 22) plus an additional 11
IDEA event forms. This event count is limited to political sector, or government actors.

All Government
Actions

A Count of all coded events belonging to the WEIS cue categories (1 to 22), that involve only the
political sector, or government actors.

Government
Direct Actions

Government Direct Actions are conflictive events that can be assigned to the following event types:
threaten, demonstrate, reduce relationships, expel, seize and force. These categories encompass
direct action limited to the political sector, or government actors.

All Government
Violent Actions

The Indicator Government Violent Actions is a subcategory of Government Direct Actions that
includes highly conflictive events especially threats with force specified, ultimatums with time limit
specified, military mobilisation, exercise, or display, and all reported uses of physical force. These
categories encompass violent action limited to political sector, or government actors.

Government
Forceful Actions

The Indicator Government Forceful Actions depicts all reported uses of physical force by political, or
government sector actors. This includes non-injury destructive acts, non-military injury-destruction,
and military engagement.
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Variable Name Description / Definition

Relative
Government
Actions

Proportion of all Government Actions to all Government Events (with political, or government sector
actors).

Relative
Government
Direct Actions

Proportion of Government Direct Actions compared to All Government Actions.
Government Direct Actions are conflictive events that can be assigned to the following event types:
threaten, demonstrate, reduce relationships, expel, seize and force. These categories encompass
direct action limited to the political sector, or government actors.

Relative
Government
Violent Actions

Proportion of Government Violent Action events compared to All Government Direct Actions.
The Indicator Government Violent Actions is a subcategory of Government Direct Actions that
includes highly conflictive events especially threats with force specified, ultimatums with time limit
specified, military mobilisation, exercise, or display, and all reported uses of physical force. These
categories encompass violent action limited to political sector, or government actors. 

Relative
Government
Forceful Actions

Proportion of Government Forceful Action events compared to All Government Direct Actions.
The Indicator Government Forceful Actions depicts all reported uses of physical force by political, or
government sector actors. This includes non-injury destructive acts, non-military injury-destruction,
and military engagement.

Conflict
Carrying
Capacity

The Conflict Carrying Capacity (or CCC) is a composed index that depicts the overall stability of the
country or region of interest. The CCC is operationalized in terms of the multiplicative interaction
among three Proportional measures: (1) civil contentiousness or the Proportion of civil actions that
are reported as contentious or "direct" and thus challenge (at least implicitly) the state's monopoly
on conflict regulation; (2) state repression or the Proportion of state actions that are reported as
extra-institutional or "direct" both in response to direct challenges from the civil sector and those
initiated by the state to repress and control opposition; and (3) violent contention or the Proportion
of actions entailing physical damage to persons or property. the index is scaled between 0 and 1,
where 1 means high and 0 low stability.

Country Stability
The country stability index is another version of the CCC measure with minor changes in order to
improve the responsiveness of the index to events that influence the stability of a country.
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Variable Name Description / Definition

Goldstein

Goldstein
Goldstein indicators are used to display Proportions of conflict and cooperation events in time. Each
event category is assigned a Goldstein rating (value), ranging from -10 (extreme conflict) to 10
(extreme cooperation). Zero value events are excluded from these calculations.

Goldstein
Domestic
Conflict

The Goldstein Domestic Conflict indicator displays the total sum of  the negative (Goldstein) values of
all conflictive intrastate or domestic events in a specific time period. For interpretation purposes we
take the absolute values (means positive values).

Goldstein
Domestic
Cooperation

The Goldstein Domestic Cooperation indicator displays the total sum of the positive (Goldstein)
values of all cooperative intrastate or domestic events in a specific time period.

Goldstein
International
Conflict

The Goldstein International Conflict indicator displays the total sum of the negative (Goldstein)
values of all conflictive interstate or international events in a specific time period. For interpretation
purposes we take the absolute values (means positive values).

Goldstein
International
Cooperation

The Goldstein International Cooperation indicator displays the total sum of the positive (Goldstein)
values of all cooperative interstate or international events in a specific time period.

Goldstein
Average

The Goldstein Average indicator is a cumulative average of all events that are classified with a
positive or negative value by Goldstein's conflict/cooperation scale. The indicator displays the mean
of the conflict/cooperation event values, excluding all zero value events.

Goldstein
Average
Domestic
Conflict

The Goldstein Average Domestic Conflict indicator displays the cumulative average of the negative
(Goldstein) values of all conflictive intrastate or domestic events in a specific time period (means the
sum of the negative Goldstein values divided by the total number of conflictive domestic events). For
interpretation purposes we take the absolute values (means positive values).

Goldstein
Average
Domestic
Cooperation

The Goldstein Average Domestic Cooperation indicator displays the cumulative average of the
positive (Goldstein) values of all cooperative intrastate or domestic events in a specific time period
(means the sum of the positive Goldstein values divided by the total number of cooperative domestic
events). 
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Variable Name Description / Definition

Goldstein
Average
International
Conflict

The Goldstein Average International Conflict indicator displays the cumulative average of the
negative (Goldstein) values of all conflictive interstate or international events in a specific time period
(means the sum of the negative Goldstein values divided by the total number of conflictive
international events). For interpretation purposes we take the absolute values (means positive
values).

Goldstein
Average
International
Cooperation

The Goldstein Average International Cooperation indicator displays the cumulative average of the
positive (Goldstein) values of all cooperative interstate or international events in a specific time
period (means the sum of the positive Goldstein values divided by the total number of cooperative
international events).
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Who are we?

FAST (German acronym for “Early Analysis of Tensions and Fact-finding”) is the early warning project of

swisspeace, based in Berne, Switzerland. In 1998 the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

assigned swisspeace to set up a political early warning system for early identification of impending armed

conflict and political crisis situations. FAST established a Local Information Network in the North Caucasus

region in summer 2002 in co-operation with FEWER Moscow (Forum on Early Warning and Early Response). 

What do we want?

FAST aims to enhance political decision makers’ ability to identify critical developments in a timely manner, so

that coherent political strategies can be formulated either to prevent or limit destructive effects of violent

conflict or to identify opportunities for peacebuilding.

How do we work?

FAST uses both quantitative and qualitative methods for its analysis. The centerpiece in the quantitative

analysis is based on event data analysis and the respective tools developed in the framework of the Program

on Nonviolent Sanctions and Cultural Survival (PONSACS) at Harvard University. The logic of event data

analysis is fairly simple: all events considered relevant to conflict escalation and de-escalation are assigned a

certain numeric value according to a distinct conflict scale. These values can then be added up for specific

time intervals and graphically displayed in a curve over time. The quality and quantity of data input is crucial

for the success of such a method. In order to gather the quality and quantity of data required to suit early

warning purposes, FAST sets up its own local information networks (LINs) and thus overcomes shortcomings

of existing information sources (e.g., international news wires). A unique set of data is collected for each

country completely independently from Western news-media coverage. For qualitative data analysis, FAST

contracts internationally renowned country experts.

What are our products?

FAST products are risk assessments tailored to individual customers' needs. The standard product (“FAST

Update”) consists of three to five charts depicting the latest conflict related trends and a concise expert

interpretation. As the time-series of collected data grow, FAST analysts will apply statistical methods to go

beyond retrospective description and forecast future developments. FAST Updates are available in either hard

copy or electronic form, covering time intervals as chosen by the customer.

Which countries do we monitor?

Africa: Angola, Burundi, Ethiopia, Kivu region, Madagascar, Mozambique, Rwanda, Somalia

Asia: Afghanistan, India/Kashmir, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Nepal, Russia / North Caucasus region,

Pakistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan

Europe: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro

Middle East: Palestine
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